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ABSTRACT: Finland has not confronted a major marine oil spill since the 80s. Thus, most of
the current responders have no first-hand experience in conducting actual response operations.
The risk of a large-scale oil spill incident is relatively high and the special characteristics of the
Baltic Sea and the Lake Saimaa necessitate high response capability. Yet, it is difficult to
prepare for a response situation, if you have no applicable previous experience. Full-scale
equipment deployment exercises are considered effective, but laborious and costly, thus a very
frequent training interval cannot be maintained. Could simulator training be used to gain
adequate response routine? Are simulator exercises realistic enough? The main objectives of
the oil spill response exercises are to test the response plans and improve the ability of the
responders. How to create simulator training scenarios that do not simplify the phenomenon,
or build upon assumptions, allowing the true identification of possible knowledge gaps? It
should also be studied, whether operational limitations of the equipment can be revealed
through simulator training and how the efficiency of training can be measured and the
improvement of skills verified. This paper describes two of the training practices the Finnish
oil spill response authorities apply. BORIS-situational awareness system training has proven
its benefits in adding realism to the response planning and the new SCAROIL simulator
training method goes even further. The simulator training methods’ ability to measure up with
the above-mentioned challenges is tested via two pilot courses. The results are discussed in this
paper.
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